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Ruthless Prince 2020-09-14 we were destined for disaster from the second we met massimo d agostino is the
heir to his father s empire don t be fooled by his handsome face or that piercing blue gaze he s no prince
charming he s dangerous and feared possessive and fierce our first meeting began with a contract that
forced me to marry him and sign my life away i was a debt repayment and a pawn in his game to exact revenge
against my father the only way out is death i belong to him now me the balesteri mafia princess pure and
untouched owned by the devil who placed me in a gilded cage but something unexpected happened the moment
our paths collided it made me want more of what he had to offer every time i lay beneath him then the past
came knocking at the door and dark secrets scattered at my feet suddenly i don t know truth from lies or
who the monster in this story is i thought it was my husband now i m not so sure ruthless prince is the
first book in the dark syndicate series it is a stand alone dark mafia enemies to lovers arranged marriage
romance complete with hea and no cliffhangers please note this book is a dark mafia romance that contains
mature content graphic violence and may contain triggers if such materials offend you please do not read
My Ruthless Prince 2011-12-30 to london s aristocracy the inferno club is a scandalous society of men no
proper young lady would acknowledge in private they are warriors who would do anything to protect their
king and country in the ultimate battle of good versus evil the order s shadow war against the prometheans
reaches a crescendo drake parry earl of westwood plays out a deadly masquerade to bring down the
conspirators dark cult from the inside but can the love of an innocent beauty save the tortured agent s
soul or will he be swallowed up by the darkness he came to destroy
Ruthless Prince 2024-01-26 we grew up together our parents family friends her father my godfather so she
wasn t meant to be mine too young too untouchable but it didn t matter because for so long i knew it was
etched in my blood that natalya was mine it might be forbidden for now but soon the wait will be over
unfortunately life doesn t work that way and fools are willing to play dangerous games to keep her from me
i fell in love with a man who thought of me as a child then i tried to seduce him so he sent me off with a
warning to not mess with a dangerous man because next time he d teach me a lesson i soon wouldn t forget
unfortunately he had no idea that i wanted him so much that i wanted that lesson family friend or not i
wanted ilya in ways that he didn t understand my heart ached when he went away leaving me with only a
promise to return in a year but he broke it along with my heart
DEVIANT PRINCE 2017-03-01 i just read the zahir sneak peek it s an omg book excited reader i went to the
party looking for a perfect prince and got a ruthless sheikh instead zahir zaman al jahwari was so nasty
mean and condescending to me ten years ago i had to tell him to go eff himself however now he s the new
king of jahwar and i desperately need him to help my sisters out of a bind no worries he ll have forgotten
all about our hate at first sight meeting ten years ago right wrong so so wrong i m about to find out the
hard way zahir doesn t forgive and he doesn t forget readers please note this is a preview of my upcoming
full length novel zahir her ruthless sheikh if you don t want to pay for this preview please wait for the
full novel
BROKEN PRINCE 2021-02-13 holt calson was born with an 11 figure spoon in his mouth to one of the wealthiest
families in the world the night we met i only had 11 dollars in my purse and it was all the money i had in
the world we were never supposed to meet much less be together but holt didn t care he just wanted me what
calsons want calsons get and for one blazing summer we had it all readers please note this is a preview of
my full length novel holt her ruthless billionaire
The Lion and the Unicorn 2013-09 after nine long years in the holy land prince andrian gilbert de langeais
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returns to briton as a venerated war hero unable to release the demons he carries inside himself after his
experiences in battle prince andrian collapses under the weight of his birthright following a series of
ruinous losses prince andrian finds himself growing paranoid and spiraling into madness as he is torn
between his duty as the protector of his kingdom and his desire for absolute power with his brother vying
for his throne and his father denying the essence of his humanity the blurring of good and evil begins when
andrian the ruthless reluctantly accepts his role of epic villain in one of the greatest power struggles of
the middle ages
WICKED PRINCE 2017-04-01 amber i m pretty cynical losing your mother and your eyesight because of something
terrible your father did will do that to a girl but an unexpected romance has made me start to believe that
maybe happily ever after is possible can i trust this guy enough to unlock my heart and finally let
somebody in should i luca i m the guy pretending to be amber s prince charming but i m really the boy in
her father s basement and ruthlessly obsessed with her she can t see me but all i see is her and i won t
stop until she s mine body mind and everything in between
Ruthless King 2021-11-19 the truth hurts but lies can kill i offered to do anything to save my father s
life when he was captured by the devil he owed a debt to a three million dollar debt so i became the devil
s spy as i entered the lair of the cartel king to take a job as a live in nanny for his niece my orders
were simple all i needed to do was this get close to the cartel king be his to do anything he wants me to
do make him trust me enough to tell me the secrets his enemies need do that and i would save my father i
just never expected to fall in love or that alejandro ramírez would be the first man to heal my broken soul
when he discovers the truth i may wish i d died instead of making that deal with the devil ruthless king is
the sixth book in the dark syndicate series it is a standalone age gap dark mafia romance complete with hea
and no cliffhangers
The Heartbreaker Prince (Mills & Boon Modern) (Royal & Ruthless, Book 3) 2014-06-01 out of the frying pan
and into hannah latimer beautifully enigmatic socialite has left her glamorous lifestyle behind to prove
her worth by becoming an aid worker but when she s captured by an oppressive regime her only means of
escape is powerful and arrogant prince kamel of surana and the price
Ruthless Triad - the COMPLETE boxset collection 2022-05 victor 1 3 my father asked me to tutor the son of a
client in asl turns out he s an insanely hot mafia prince and super secret crush confession i m kind of
falling in love with him but there s no way a ruthless guy like him could crush back on a huge nerd like me
is there han this ruthless crimelord s kindness comes with a price possession complete and utter phantom
pro tip don t agree to a fake engagement with a ruthless mafia crimelord like me after you catch your real
fiancé cheating i just might keep you
Rich, Ruthless and Secretly Royal 2010-04-01 prince kelt duke of vamili knows the weight of responsibility
a title brings so the brooding royal keeps his privileged birth well hidden until one glance at
mysteriously alluring hannah court threatens to shatter his defenses exotic beauty hani has never known a
man who excites her as quickly as kelt he s achingly persuasive and thrillingly powerful but the chiseled
god who pleasures her at night is holding a secret one almost as dark as her own
The Ruthless Rake 2015-11-01 left on the verge of starvation by her dissolute father s gambling and
drinking the beautiful but resourceful young syringa melton is at her wits end not only has their
delightful manor house and all its contents been put up for sale at auction to pay off his huge debts but
also her beloved horse mercury when the rakishly handsome earl of rothingham overhears her sobbing to
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mercury in a last desperate farewell his heart melts for her and without syringa s knowledge he not only
buys the manor house and mercury but as well through a strange misunderstanding syringa herself a man
determined to avoid marriage at all costs the earl finds himself reluctantly but irresistibly drawn to this
innocent beauty who compares him to the roman god jupiter no less but soon the conceited but enchanting
lady elaine wilmot determined to snare the earl for herself entraps syringa in a wicked plot that leaves
the young beauty terrified and threatened in the filth of newgate prison facing a flogging and the gallows
unless as she prays fervently over and over again her jupiter can come to her rescue
Seducing Her Prince: A Royal Without Rules (Royal & Ruthless) / One Night with Prince Charming / A Royal
Baby Surprise 2020-05-14 an heir for an heir
Rich, Ruthless And Secretly Royal (Mills & Boon Modern) (Self-Made Millionaires, Book 2) 2009-09-01 nights
of royal passion and pleasure prince kelt duke of vamili knows the weight of responsibility a title brings
so the brooding royal keeps his privileged birth well hidden until one glance at mysteriously alluring
hannah court threatens to shatter his defences
Medical Princess is Hard to Please 2020-09-07 she was said to have married a living king of hell ugly cruel
and feared by all on the day of her teleportation she was pointed at by a man with a knife and unable to
move with her super strong desire to live her face was as red as a peach prince i m so beautiful are you
really willing to part with your knife the man smiled his sword rippling why aren t you willing to part
with it she was a modern doctor who had been transported in a car accident he was the favored king of the
living underworld they had originally thought that they were a fake couple that looked like they were
together but they didn t expect that
The Arena 1895 losing this war means captured by the enemy empire and considered as their prostitutes and
servants dreaming that situation made my heart race even more i settled myself on the floor close to the
door time passed but no one came unlocking the door and allow me to fight for our pride attention the
speaker said loudly i quickly stood up and i could feel my heart coming out of the skin anything can be
announced at this moment as the prince of pratapgarh killed mercilessly by our strongest army i declare the
war won by the mahabaleshgarh and all the property belonging to pratapgarh claimed by our empire including
all money royalties children and all the ladies i stood frozen at that moment i can t hear anything else i
tried escaping the place but suddenly the door stand banged open i ran and in the hurry i banged to the
table and fell to the floor i tried to stand up but they came fastly and one of them caught me by pulling
my hair and made me stand it hurt like hell i cried i cried loudly feeling the fear and most of all losing
my everything the person holding my hair try to press his hand against my cheeks and then one of them said
keep her for the prince she is the princess abhishree yes i agree don t touch her princess can only be the
prostitute of the prince another one said the story is set back in the sixteen century when the most
powerful empire mahableshgarh attacked the other empire pratapgarh and won the battle effortlessly they
would be treated as prostitutes raped work as a slave and in the most dangerous condition sold or killed
the battle is not ended yet
The King's Desire 2021-06-22 curl up with this steamy fated mates enemies to lovers scifi mafia romance
series by usa today bestselling author alison aimes he s a notorious alpha crime lord and he s on the hunt
for her this omegaverse book gave me all the feels 5 star reader review he s mafia royalty alpha worlds
above her ice cold and merciless driven by duty and dark secrets she s property omega expected to submit
imprisoned by ruthless criminals determined to break her for information she can t afford to give except
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there s something different about maxheim skolov something that awakens long buried instincts with tess and
draws her toward the man inside the beast that compels her to kneel at his feet that owns her with his
rough touches and raw commands a force more dangerous than anything she s faced to date so she runs but she
won t get far for mafia prince maxheim skolov hunting down the rebellious spirited female is a certainty he
ll do whatever it takes to have her kneeling at his feet once more even begin a galactic war the real
question is what he ll do with her and to her when he catches her savage prince a dark fated mates romance
is the second book in the ruthless warlords series it is a scorching hot dark fated mates omegaverse
standalone though it is recommenced to read the series in order for greatest enjoyment like all the books
in the series it includes a ruthless alien mafia boss an innocent heroine growing into her power a fated
bond plenty of hot omegaverse action betrayal murder and revenge serious plot twists and an epic romance
that proves love will always triumph over hate fans of zoey ellis vk ludwig and ruby dixon will love this
steamy omegaverse fated mates royal romance
Savage Prince: A Dark Fated-Mates Romance 2020-05-26 begs collection god dammit it is said that there are
many troubles in front of a husband s door and there are also quite a few troubles in front of a husband s
door he had even yet to meet his fiancé before he was reduced to being an abandoned husband it was so
difficult for him to talk about a marriage but he was instead tricked into marrying stealing the dowry
marrying a high and mighty and there were no brothers who were orphans evil men and they had a hideous
smile on their faces they dared to scheme against this young master causing your family to have no peace
day what this orphan had turned into a royal grandson lin yuxing s face was covered in tears husband let s
continue with our days of making love
Transmigration: Ruthless Husband 2020-01-17 in this lifetime we shall never meet again a piece of paper
stopped her from writing and she was locked in the side courtyard she cried to the wind and sighed to yue
chang he sat with his concubine and drank and talked merrily he was a prince of the southern dynasties but
he did not specialize in emotions she was a consort who had been humiliated to her heart and her love was
deep he hated her for her luck she hated him for his ruthlessness when the army came to the city he
abandoned her and she became a prisoner the prince of the northern dynasty however fell in love with her at
first sight the war resumed when the two countries were fighting he astonishingly discovered that the
princess of the northern imperial court who was sitting on the chariot with a cold smile on her face was
actually his concubine
Abandoned Consort Is A Ruthless Role 2022-11-22 amazing twists turns suspense stolen moments i devoured
this unique royal romance and could not put it down get ready to have your mind blown in true aleatha
fashion trust no one except me it s so good tia louise usa today bestselling author i have a secret i m not
who you think in this world where gowns castles and crowns make for the perfect reflections life isn t
always as it appears love is elusive even when the most beautiful woman is right before you illusions
distort visions shadows lurk in the sunshine and monsters tread behind smiles and chivalrous facades i
roman archibald godfrey swore an oath to molave to the king and above all to princess lucille the princess
isn t mine to take you know what they say about forbidden fruit have you been aleatha d from new york times
bestselling author aleatha romig comes a brand new contemporary romantic suspense series royal reflections
set in the world of the royal elite where things are not as they appear ruthless reign is book one of the
royal reflections series
Ruthless Reign 2016-04-01 in the early seventeenth century the london stage often portrayed a ruler
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covertly spying on his subjects traditionally deemed jacobean disguised ruler plays these works include
shakespeare s measure for measure marston s the malcontent and the fawn middleton s the phoenix and
sharpham s the fleer commonly dated to the arrival of james i these plays are typically viewed as
synchronic commentaries on the jacobean regime kevin a quarmby demonstrates that the disguised ruler motif
actually evolved in the 1580s it emerged from medieval folklore and balladry tudor chronicle history and
european tragicomedy familiar on the elizabethan stage these incognito rulers initially offered light
hearted romantic entertainment only to suffer a sinister transformation as england awaited its ageing queen
s demise the disguised royal had become a dangerously voyeuristic political entity by the time james
assumed the throne traditional critical perspectives also disregard contemporary theatrical competition
market demands shaped the repertories rivalry among playing companies guaranteed the motif s ongoing
vitality the disguised ruler s presence in a play reassured audiences it also facilitated a subversive
exploration of contemporary social and political issues gradually the disguised ruler s dramatic currency
faded but the figure remained vibrant as an object of parody until the playhouses closed in the 1640s
The Disguised Ruler in Shakespeare and his Contemporaries 2009-05-12 a celebration of the language and
culture of italy la bella lingua is the story of how a language shaped a nation told against the backdrop
of one woman s personal quest to speak fluent italian for anyone who has been to italy the fantasy of
living the italian life is powerfully seductive but to truly become italian one must learn the language
this is how dianne hales began her journey in la bella lingua she brings the story of her decades long
experience with the the world s most loved and lovable language together with explorations of italy s
history literature art music movies lifestyle and food in a true opera amorosa a labor of her love of italy
over the course of twenty five years she has studied italian through berlitz books cds podcasts private
tutorials and conversation groups and most importantly time spent in italy in the process the italian
language became not just a passion and a pleasure but a passport into italy s storia and its very soul she
invites readers to join her as she traces the evolution of italian in the zesty graffiti on the walls of
pompeii in dante s incandescent cantos and in boccaccio s bawdy decameron she portrays how social graces
remain woven into the fabric of italian even the chipper ciao which does double duty as hi and bye reflects
centuries of bella figura and she exalts the glories of italy s food and its rich and often uproarious
gastronomic language italians deftly describe someone uptight as a baccala dried cod a busybody who noses
into everything as a prezzemolo parsley a worthless or banal movie as a polpettone large meatball like
dianne readers of la bella lingua will find themselves innamorata enchanted by italian fascinated by its
saga tantalized by its adventures addicted to its sound and ever eager to spend more time in its company
La Bella Lingua 2013-08-01 his royal highness prince patricio the most debauched man in the kingdom of
kitzinia if not the entire world
A Royal Without Rules (Mills & Boon Modern) (Royal & Ruthless, Book 2) 2023-07-06 safely convicting
criminals relies on finding the truth but what is the truth and can we ever get the complete picture
convicting britain s most ruthless criminals is a collection of serious crime cases in modern britain it
gives a detailed insight into the amassing of evidence for the prosecution and how the truth can be
uncovered given that there is always a piece of evidence missing whether it is a hidden fortune an elusive
murder weapon or even an undiscovered body drawing on unique access to the case files and speeches of a
leading crown prosecutor combined with expert witness information these are fascinating stories of criminal
acts their perpetrators and how they were brought to justice by putting together a jigsaw of evidence much
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of which has never been revealed before which includes ballistics pathology mobile phone records and cctv
analysis enough to get as close to the real truth as possible given that the picture of each jigsaw is
never completely revealed there is the case of an appeal by woman who was convicted of killing her husband
decades ago a bungled robbery that ended up as murder a staged gem heist only uncovered years later during
a plea bargaining exercise a death in police custody a serial killer who decided to confess and a brothel
keeper maintaining that he was simultaneously providing a community service whilst servicing the greek
national debt the cases are intertwined with stories and anecdotes including the juror who ended up being
convicted how the gangland drugs scene became big business and why there is so much dressing up in court
Convicting Britain’s Most Ruthless Criminals 2017-12-21 in saints vs scoundrels dr benjamin wiker invites
you to interact not just with the ideas that have shaped history but with the people who created and spread
those ideas in this collection of lively and imaginative conversations between the great truth tellers and
the great error peddlers of history you will come to appreciate the personalities behind the great
conversation that has shaped western civilization jean jacques rousseau vs st augustine machiavelli vs st
francis ayn rand vs flannery o connor these people may have never met in real life but the ideas they
represent and the movements they started have interacted throughout history and shaped our present and so
how fascinating would it be if they had ever shared a living room this is the question dr wiker answers
with deep research and dynamic storytelling enjoy this unique opportunity to join the conversation
Saints vs. Scoundrels 2013-08-03 this is a comprehensive biography of a brilliant musician who forever
shaped the course of ska reggae and popular music worldwide only to take the life of his lover and in so
doing destroy his career at the age of 30 in his short life don drummond created an enduring legacy despite
poverty class separation mental illness racial politics and the exploitation of his work the words of
drummond s childhood friends classmates musicians medical staff legal counsel and teachers enliven this
story of his unusual mind they recall the early days in the recording studio playing the instrumental
backup for bob marley and others and the nights in the rasta camps where musicians burned the midnight oil
and more they remember the gyrations of his lover margarita the rumba queen as she tantalized audiences at
club havana tell what happened that tragic night when drummond stabbed margarita four times reveal details
of the trial delayed more than a year as drummond was ruled mentally unfit and offer insights into drummond
s death in a mental asylum at age 35
Don Drummond 1896 innocent mistress royal wife prince rafiq de couteveille believes beautiful alexa
considine to be a gold digger so using her to avenge his sister s death will be sheer pleasure until he
discovers that lexie is a virgin now out of duty and honour he must propose
The Century of Sir Thomas More 2015-03-01 re read this classic romance by usa today bestselling author
carolemortimer completely infatuated with successful pro tennis player nick st clare rachel offersno
resistance to his sinful seduction but when their unbridled passion results in apregnancy nick insists that
rachel marry him no heir of his will be without a father rachel knows their marriage is one of convenience
yet the incendiary heat between themstill burns bright but with nick off traveling the world how can she
convince herhusband that there s more to their marriage than just a baby originally published in 1982
Royal And Ruthless: Innocent Mistress, Royal Wife / Prince of Scandal / Weight of the Crown (Mills & Boon
By Request) 2017-06-12 rich ruthless and secretly royal exotic beauty hannah court has never known a man
who excites her as quickly as kelt he s achingly persuasive and thrillingly powerful but the chiselled god
who pleasures her at night is holding a secret one almost as dark as her own
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Hidden Love 2014-02-01 with wit and gorgeous art new york times best selling author eoin colfer and multi
award winning illustrator p j lynch team up again for a quest story of knights dark magic and a maiden with
powers of her own studious prince lir is next in line to become the wolfhound king but he can t ride a
horse lift a sword or summon the fabled wolfhounds so his stepmother decrees that her own son will inherit
the crown instead sending lir away on a seemingly impossible and assuredly fatal quest to rescue the maiden
cethlenn from the once fearsome dragon lasvarg rather than wage battle lir insists that lasvarg now
decidedly past his prime honor tradition by setting him three tasks to perform starting with tackling the
mold encrusting the dragon s cave and his feet as lir improves lasvarg s life he also grows closer to
cethlenn as well as the wolfhound puppy strangely devoted to her in time they learn more of the dark magic
that may be making pawns of them all and how cethlenn herself could be the key to breaking a spell that
clouds the entire kingdom with transporting language and a magnificent dragon masterfully rendered with a
range of emotions eoin colfer and p j lynch make their own magic in this classic fantasy with a light
feminist twist
Ruthlessly Royal: Rich, Ruthless and Secretly Royal / Passion, Purity and the Prince / The Royal Marriage
(Mills & Boon By Request) (Self-Made Millionaires, Book 1) 2023-10-03 maurice de saxe was the brilliant
adornment of a brilliant age one of the most renowned and admired men in the europe of his day it is not
surprising that the writing of the biography of this vivid talented and entertaining figure should have
provided the author with a genial and absorbing task he came of extraordinary stock the circumstances of
his birth were remarkable he was the lover of many celebrated women he won the lifelong friendship of men
of the stature of voltaire he aspired to a crown and nearly became the czar of russia his activities
spanned a whole continent from paris to dresden from dresden to warsaw from warsaw to moscow yet he was
more much more than an energetic and flamboyant adventurer he was acknowledged to be the outstanding
general of his era a military genius who linked the epoch of marlborough with the epoch of frederick the
great he led great armies and won great victories it is part of the purpose of this book to restore him to
the pre eminent place in social and military history to which his achievements entitle him the study of his
campaigns has proved no dutiful or dreary labour for he was among the wittiest and most elegant military
practitioners who have ever lived there was a touch of diablerie about the manner in which he gained his
spectacular triumphs that set him apart from the other great captains of his era
Three Tasks for a Dragon 2016-03-28 what a royal wants prince hafiz devotes his days to his people and his
nights to indulging his desires with his stunning american mistress lacey maxwell but duty requires him to
marry a suitable bride
Marshal Of France; The Life And Times Of Maurice, Comte De Saxe, 1699-1750 2014-10-01
Prince Hafiz's Only Vice (Mills & Boon Modern) (Royal & Ruthless, Book 4) 1871
Only an Ensign 1895
A History of the Welsh Church to the Dissolution of the Monasteries 1891
The Nineteenth Century and After 1896
History and Criticism 1891
The Nineteenth Century 1897
The Rivers of Great Britain
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